
THE WARMTH BOX



As we settle into autumn we're fully embracing all the season has to offer: snuggling up in front of
a roaring fire, bracing walks and comfort food. This month's edition is the Warmth Box and is
filled with cosy treats to keep the cold at bay.

Your first gift is a soft blanket scarf in Moi-Même colours of pink and grey - perfect for wrapping
up as you head outside or using as a throw. Next we have bath salts by Paper Plane, infused with
sleep inducing essential oils so you can head to bed with a relaxed warm glow. Nothing beats a
mug of tea or hot chocolate when the temperature drops and this month's sweet treat is the
ideal accompaniment: chocolate and honeycomb biscuits that are just made for dunking!

We've gone for something a little different this month as a change from
our usual chocolate... a pack of Milk Chocolate and Honeycomb Biscuits
by Frank's Luxury Biscuits. 

These are just the treat to go alongside a mug of something warm and
reviving  - crunchy, sweet and half dipped in a generous layer of rich milk
chocolate.

This soft blanket scarf by MSH features a large pink, grey and white
check pattern with a star design subtly woven into the fabric. Thick
and warm yet light when worn, it doubles up as both a scarf and a
throw. Wear yours as you head out on an autumnal walk or spread
it over your lap as you settle down for an evening in front of the TV. 

We especially love that it matches our Moi-Même colours of pink
and grey too!

THE WARMTH BOX

MSH Pink and Grey Star Blanket Scarf

Frank's Dipped Milk Chocolate and Honeycomb Biscuits

Paper Plane Night Bath Salts
These Night bath salts by Paper Plane are infused with
Lavender and Ylang Ylang to aid a restful night's sleep. Made
from 100% natural ingredients, these salts are sourced from
the Dead Sea and fragranced with essential oils. They are
cruelty free, suitable for vegans and come in plastic free and
completely biodegradable packaging.

You can also find the Day version of these salts in our shop,
infused with uplifting Clementine and Grapefruit.


